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Abstract: In this paper, we characterize the Thermo-optic properties of silicon nitride
ring resonators between 18 and 300 K. The Thermo-optic coefficients of the silicon nitride core and the oxide cladding are measured by studying the temperature dependence
of the resonance wavelengths. The resonant modes show low temperature dependence
at cryogenic temperatures and higher dependence as the temperature increases. We
find the Thermo-optic coefficients of PECVD silicon nitride and silicon oxide to be
2:51  0:08 E-5 K1 and 0:96  0:09 E-5 K1 at room temperature while decreasing by
an order of magnitude when cooling to 18 K. To show the effect of variations in the
thermo-optic coefficients on device performance, we study the tuning of a fully integrated
electrically tunable filter as a function of voltage for different temperatures. The presented
results provide new practical guidelines in designing photonic circuits for studying lowtemperature optical phenomena.
Index Terms: Integrated optics, ring resonator, optical properties.

1. Introduction
Silicon nitride (SiN) is a complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS)-compatible material
that is well known to the computer chip industry as a dielectric insulator [1]. Over the past few
years, it has been one of the main platforms for building integrated photonic circuits. Besides offering CMOS compatibility, it has the advantages of relatively large refractive index contrast with
silicon oxide (SiO2) enabling dense and small footprint devices [2], [3]; it has no two-photon absorption in the telecom wavelength range due to its large bandgap [4]; and it offers relatively
large thermal/Kerr coefficients at room temperature [5]. These properties, among others, enabled a wide variety of room-temperature applications utilizing linear optical components with
low propagation losses [6]; high-Q resonators [7]–[9]; and all-optical signal processing/amplification [10], [11]. Naturally, extensive studies to determine the room-temperature thermo-optic
properties of SiN have been conducted. Based on integrated waveguide-technique, the room
temperature thermo-optic coefficient SiN was previously reported [5], [12], [13]. Low temperature
values of the thermo-optic coefficient were only reported for amorphous SiN down to 80 K using
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Fabry-Pèrot measurements [14]. Based on the fitted data, a numerical model was constructed,
but unfortunately the model breaks-down below 50 K. While characterization at even lower temperatures is highly desired for on-chip quantum photonic applications, no detailed study of the
thermo-optic properties of the material at low temperatures have been performed. The quality of
integrated optical components depends on the precision of the refractive index information available. Although the absolute value of the index sets the operation point for the device, any fluctuations in temperature will change the refractive index and hence change the optical properties.
These fluctuations in the temperature can play a major role in limiting the accuracy of on-chip interferometric and resonant elements. In addition, when building on-chip cryogenic circuits, the
available thermal budget for thermo-optic tuning should be carefully investigated. For these reason it’s of prime importance to have knowledge of the thermo-optic coefficient of the constituent
materials, dn/dT, at low temperatures. In this work, we measure the thermo-optic coefficient of
SiN and SiO2 between 18 K to 300 K based on integrated circuit approach and test the performance of a fully integrated tunable filter. Integrated optical circuits have been used for photon
detection [15], [16], coupling from on-chip emitters [17], [18], entangled photon generation with
nonlinear processes [19], [20], and spectrograph calibration [21]. Beside faster carrier dynamics
and reduced noise [22], low temperature operation is crucial for many applications such as coupling to super conducting single photon detectors [15], [23]. The thermo-optic coefficient plays
an important role in tuning [24] and stabilization [25] of integrated optical circuits. Any deviation
of the circuit’s designed optical properties when subjected to thermal fluctuations or high power
operation is of prime importance and will degrade the overall performance [26].

2. Experiment and Results
We characterize the thermo-optic coefficient of PECVD SiN and SiO2 based on studying the
resonance tuning of traveling-wave mode cavities. The devices were fabricated using a 200 mm
bare silicon wafer covered with 3 m-thick thermal oxide serving as a low index barrier for total
internal reflection in the SiN waveguide. Then, 200 nm of SiN was deposited using PECVD at
300 °C, following a similar process reported previously [27] with no post-annealing to keep the
process CMOS compatible and also to leave the possibilities open for integration with III-V
sources [28] and superconducting detectors. Waveguides and ring resonators are patterned
using 100 keV e-beam lithography on 950 K PMMA resist. After developing the resist, features
were transferred to the SiN by complete etching of the SiN layer using CHF3/Ar based reactive
ion etching. This was followed by a short O2 plasma cleaning step. Finally, the chip was cladded
with 2 m PECVD SiO2 for symmetric mode confinement of both orthogonal modes in the waveguide. The chip design employed a U-shape structure [29] with input and output waveguide separation of 40 m. This simplifies coupling to/from the side facet of the chip and separates input
and output beams spatially. Furthermore, the waveguides were terminated with an inverse taper
for efficient coupling and to allow only the fundamental mode to be excited [9], [30]. The taper is
adiabatically increased to the main waveguide width of 800 nm. The resonator is designed to
have a diameter of 140 m and gaps of 280 nm separating it from the waveguides. Fig. 1(a)
shows a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the fabricated device. The chip is then
cleaved at the inverse taper region along the wafer crystallographic direction to achieve a smooth
facet for enhanced coupling. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1(b). It consists of a continuous flow cryostat equipped with a PID controlled heater. The imaging system allows to independently view the top/side of the chip through removable beam splitter BS2 and mirror M2. The
side view helps to evaluate the laser spot profile while exciting the waveguide. For the excitation,
we use a super continuum laser source equipped with an acoustic-optical tunable filter. We use
a half-wave plate and a linear polarizer to control the input-state polarization coupled to the
waveguide. Finally, the output beam is directed to a 750 mm spectrometer with 1800 g/mm grating terminated with a CCD. Fig. 2(a) shows the drop port transmission of TM and TE modes. The
loaded quality factors of TM and TE modes are 12,400 and 27,000, respectively. For the ringwaveguide gap of 280 nm, the coupling rate of the resonant TE modes to the waveguide is
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Fig. 1. (a) SEM image of the SiN ring resonator used in the experiment. The resonator has a diameter of 140 m with waveguide-ring gap of 280 nm. (b) Two-foci experimental setup showing the
chip mounted in a continuous-flow cryostat with a local heater. More details are included in the
main text.

smaller than the intrinsic cavity loss rate. By measuring the through port transmission for different
ring-waveguide gaps, we verify that the TE modes operate in the under-coupled regime, leading
to higher loaded Q-values than TM modes at the expense of lower extinction ratio in the through
port.
The resonance-wavelength dependence with temperature is studied from 18 K to 300 K.
Since in a helium-flow cryostat the sample is cooled from the backside, we investigated if there
is any temperature gradient in the sample and deviation in the temperature from the built-in
cryostat temperature sensor. For precise sample temperature measurements, we mount a temperature sensor directly on the sample holder. The inset of Fig. 2(c) shows finite element modeling of the temperature distribution in the waveguide region. The simulation shows
homogeneous temperature distribution where the optical mode is located while heating is applied to the backside. The sample temperature is modified using the PID controlled heater, while
measuring the transmission spectra of TM and TE modes. Fig. 2(b) shows the case of tuning
different TM longitudinal resonant modes. We analyzed four resonances for each orthogonal
waveguide mode between 850 nm and 880 nm as a function of temperature. The relative resonance shift is extracted then averaged over all four resonances to minimize the measurement
errors as shown in Fig. 2(c).
The resonance shifts are measured with respect to the resonant wavelength at 18 K for both
orthogonal modes. To ensure high accuracy and thermal stability, each point in the measurement was taken after 30 min from setting the temperature. No thermal fluctuations were observed during data acquisition. From the data we observe that the rate of change in resonance
shift increases with temperature, suggesting a deviation from the simple linear dependence
around room temperature [31]. The two orthogonal modes tune differently with temperature due
to the different confinement factors of the TE and TM modes in the SiN. TM modes extend more
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Fig. 2. (a) Drop port transmission for both TE and TM resonant modes. (b) Temperature tuning of
TM resonant mode. (c) Resonance shift as a function of temperature. The shifts are measured with
respect to resonant wavelengths at 18 K. (Inset) Finite-element method simulation for the temperature
distribution at the waveguide.

into the SiO2 cladding, which has a lower thermo-optic coefficient than the SiN core. Additionally,
we performed waveguide loss measurements at room temperature and at 18 K. The losses for TE
and TM modes are 4 dB and 2.5 dB, respectively, with no measurable temperature dependence.
We attribute this to the dominance of the geometrical waveguide loss due to side wall roughness
over the inherent material loss. In order to analyze the data and extract the thermo-optic coefficients of the core and cladding, following the approach presented in [12], we first extract the
group index of each guiding mode. The group indexes of TM and TE modes are calculated from
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Fig. 3. (a) Ellipsometry measurement of the refractive index of the core and cladding at room temperature. (b) Calculated resonance sensitivity to variations in the core and cladding refractive indexes.

the two measured free-spectral-ranges (FSR) and the length of the resonator [32]. For the TM
resonance at 873.25 nm and the TE resonance at 873.3 nm, the measured FSRs are 0.98 nm
and 0.92 nm, respectively. These correspond to mode which correspond to ng,TM = 1.767 and
ng,TE = 1.882. The thermo-optic coefficient of the core and the cladding materials are extracted
by relating the thermally induced resonance shifts to individual material changes [12]:
d TE @TE @ncore @TE @nclad
¼
þ
dT
@ncore @T
@nclad @T
d TM @TM @ncore @TM @nclad
¼
þ
:
dT
@ncore @T
@nclad @T

(1)
(2)

To solve these coupled equations for the cladding and core thermo-optic coefficient, we initially
calculate the accompanying coefficients @=@n.
In order to model the cavities accurately we have to determine the dimensions and room temperature parameters accurately. We have captured high resolution SEM of the waveguide to
model the dimensions correctly. In addition, ellipsometry measurement for the core and cladding
have been performed at room temperature as shown in Fig. 3(a). Based on the ellipsometry data,
waveguide SEM images, and the measured ng,TM and ng,TE, we use a 3-D full-vectorial mode
solver to model the fabricated device and calculate the rate of change of resonance wavelength
with respect to the cladding and core refractive indexes at each wavelength, as shown in Fig. 3(b).
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Fig. 4. (a) and (b) Thermo-optic coefficients of SiN and SiO2, respectively, as a function of
temperature.

Using this data along with the resonance tuning in Fig. 2(c), we simultaneously solve equations (1)
and (2). The results are shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b). The materials thermo-optic coefficients vary by
more than 1-order of magnitude between 18 K and 300 K. They approximately plateau near room
temperature resulting in a linear response as reported in literature. The measured values at room
temperature are dnSiN =dT  ð2:51  0:08Þ  105 K1 dnSiO2 =dT  ð0:96  0:09Þ  105 K1 .
These values show excellent agreement with recently reported work [12] with only 2% deviation
which is smaller than the measurement errors.
There are different challenges in measuring the refractive index at low temperature. The main
difficulty is having good thermal stability in the system. Additionally, a sensitive resonant or interferometric effect is required to sense any changes in the material properties. Compared to
previous integrated approaches, the measurement is performed in a continuous flow cryostat
under high vacuum to yield the maximum stability and extract the true material properties at
each temperature, with minimum dependence on the environment. Another challenge in performing low temperature measurements is extracting the sample temperature accurately which
is crucial in measuring the refractive index of both materials. Here, two temperature measurements are performed: one with PID controlled heater/sensor in the continuous flow cryostat,
while the second is taken with a high sensitivity low temperature diode mounted directly on the
sample holder. For the tolerance values presented in Fig. 4(a) and (b), we performed error propagation to include different types of errors in the measurement. The spectrometer resolution
was limited to 0.0076 nm at 1800 g/mm, putting a lower limit on the smallest measurable resonance shift. Temperature measurement error was limited by the accuracy of the voltage reading
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Fig. 5. Thermo-optic coefficient of silicon nitride reported in literature.

on the diode and the corresponding temperature in its response function. Finally, the fitting error
is included and propagated through all the numerical operations, which is minimized by tracking
multiple resonances and averaging over them. By fitting the measured data, we extract the
temperature-dependent thermo-optic coefficients of SiN and SiO2 for the temperature range
investigated.
dnSiN
ðT Þ ¼ 3:211  107  1:990  108  T þ 8:856
dT
 1010 T 2  1:375  1012 T 3  1:105  1015 T 4
dnSiO2
ðT Þ ¼ 1:167  107 þ 1:727  108  T þ 1:861
dT
 1010 T 2  5:781  1013 T 3 þ 4:221  1016 T 4 :

(3)

(4)

Fig. 5 shows reported values in literature for the thermo-optic cofficient of silicon nitride at
different temperatures and measurement wavelengths. The presented work nicely complements
the reported data for room temperature measurements and higher. On the otherhand, we see
that the sputtered SiN in [14] provides a slightly higher thermo-optic coefficient at visible and
near infra-red range, which may be attributed to different silicon content in the sample, generally, the thermo-optic coefficient depends on the operating wavelength and the material composition. For the presented measurements, we used a silicon nitride deposition process that is
similar to the work in [27].
To stress the importance of the presented results for low temperature performance of photonic circuits, we fabricated local heaters on the ring resonators as shown in Fig. 6(a). The
heater consists of 80 nm thick titanium resistor separated by 3 micrometer of PECVD SiO2 from
the ring. Although the small misalignment between the resonator and the heater decreases the
efficiency of the tuning mechanism, we can compare the tuning power needed to achieve the
same wavelength shift for different temperature ranges using the same device. The resonance
shift of the TE mode as a function of the heater power is shown in Fig. 6(b). We clearly see
larger resonance tuning at room temperature compared to starting the tuning at 18 K due to
the larger thermo-optic coefficient. To reduce the required heat-budget, accurate heater-ring
alignment in addition to innovative heater designs may be employed, such as the micro-oven
approach [33].

3. Conclusion
In summary, we have measured the thermo-optic coefficients of SiN and SiO2 as a function of
temperature between 18 K and 300 K. The thermo-optic coefficients change by more than one
order of magnitude over the whole temperature range. The SiN resonators have considerably
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Fig. 6. (a) Microscope image of a top-heater integrated with a SiN ring-resonator. (b) Wavelength
shift as a function of the heater power at room temperature (red) and at 18 K (blue).

high thermal stability at low temperatures at the expense of tunability. As an example, we studied the performance of a fully integrated electro-optic filter at 18 K and at room temperature and
showed that the filter has considerably smaller tuning range at lower temperatures. As higher
temperatures generally degrade the performance of quantum emitters and single photon detectors, the less efficient tuning sets a limit on the available thermal budget in such circuits. The
presented results can be used as a reference for future designs of complex integrated photonic
cryogenic circuits.
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